
Supplementary Figures 

 
Fig. S1 Mean sea ice concentration anomalies for (a, b) the NSIDC observations, (c, d) the SW 
experiment of the lower resolution model, and (e, f) the SW experiment of the higher resolution 
model for March (left) and September (right). The observed anomalies are defined as the mean 
difference between the periods of 2005-2014 and 1979-1988, whereas model anomalies are 
calculated as the mean difference between the last 50 years of each simulation and the last 50 
years of the control experiment. 



 

 
 
Fig. S2 Arctic climatological sea ice concentration in (a, b) the control and (c, d) the SW 
experiments for March (left) and September (right). For the low-resolution model. 

 
 



 
Fig. S3 Mean sea ice mass transport (color shading, in 102 kg/s/m, and arrows) (left) in the 
control experiment and (right) the difference between the SW experiment and the control 
averaged over the first 50 years of the low-res SW experiment. The unit arrow corresponds to 
0.2x102 kg/s/m.  
 
 



 
Fig. S4  Time series of the AMOC strength simulated (a) in the low-res model for the control 
(black), SW (red), strong-SW (orange), LW (blue) and weak-LW (light blue) experiments, and 
(b) in the high-res model for the control (black) and the SW experiment (color curves) with three 
ensemble members shown.  
 



 

Fig. S5 Global salinity anomalies averaged for (a, c, e) the upper 300 m and (b, d, f) an ocean 
mid-layer at 300-700 m during the initial sea ice contraction (years 1-15, top row), the 
subsequent slow adjustment (years 16-80, second row), and the final equilibrated stage 
(years 151-200, bottom row), for the low-resolution model. As the Atlantic, the Pacific upper 
ocean also shows increased salinity in the subtropics and tropics, but the changes are small 
compared to the Atlantic.  

  



 

 

 
 
Fig. S6 Ocean currents (vectors) overlaid on salinity (color shading, g/kg) averaged across the 
depth of 300-700 m in (left) the control, (middle) the SW simulations, and (right) their difference 
(SW minus control) for the low-resolution model. The unit arrows correspond to 3 or 1.5 cm/s.  
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fig. S2. Changes in surface currents and salinity. Surface currents (vectors) overlaid on surface 23 
salinity in the (left) control and (middle) SW simulations, and (right) their difference (SW minus 24 
control).  25 
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Fig. S7. Changes in March ocean mixed layer depth, surface currents, salinity and 
temperature. (a) Ocean monthly mean mixed layer depth during March in the control 
simulation. (b) March mixed layer depth anomalies in the SW experiment. The anomalies are 
calculated using the climatology of the last 50 years of the perturbation experiment. (c) 
Difference in March mean surface currents between the SW and control simulations. Anomalies 
of (d) salinity and (e) temperature at different ocean depths as a function of time averaged over 
the area of deep convection in the control simulation (55-62˚N, 10-30˚W). The unit arrow in 
panel c corresponds to 1.5 cm/s. For the low-res model. 
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Fig. S8 Detrended timeseries of average salinity anomalies for an ocean mid-layer (here we use 
200-300 m) (blue curves, right vertical axis) and a deep layer (1000-1200 m) (red curves, left 
vertical axis) at the two locations with reduced stratification (marked in Fig. 9): (a) the region 
south of Greenland and (b) the Norwegian Sea east of Iceland. The co-variability of salinity 
anomalies from different depths, and a weaker signal in the deep ocean, is consistent with the 
sinking of salt from the mid-layer to the deep layer. Note the different scales as indicated on the 
left and right axes of the panels. For the low-resolution model. 



  
Fig. S9 (a) Zonally-averaged depth-integrated mean salinity in the upper 300 m of the Atlantic 
Ocean in the SW (red) and control (black) experiments and (b) their difference in the (a-b) low-
res and (c-d) high-res model.  Salinity in the SW experiment is calculated using the last 50 years 
of the simulation.  



 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 

Fig. S10 Zonally-averaged salinity anomalies (in g/kg) within the 10 ̊-15 ̊W sector during the 
initial sea ice contraction (years 1-15, top panel), the subsequent slow adjustment (years 16-80, 
middle panel), and towards the final equilibrated stage (years 81-200, bottom panel) in the SW 
experiment of the high-resolution model. Note the pronounced freshening of the upper Arctic 
ocean with the magnitude of negative salinity anomalies several times greater than that of 
positive salinity anomalies elsewhere (c.f. Fig. 5). 


